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The Culture Code, Clotaire Rapaille 

 

Summary 

Why do customers act the way that they do? How can a brand wrap itself around this why to 

exponentially increase sales, loyalty, and retention?  

These two questions should underlie every dollar spent within a company. Unfortunately, most 

companies play an assumption game, where they assume what the customer wants, or even worse, 

assume the customer will magically fall in love with their solution. This turns their strategy into a 

guessing game, better attuned for a casino then a business.    

This book will teach you how to answer these two questions, and it will do it through the use of codes – 

the unconscious meanings we give to things.  

It will teach you how to discover codes, interpret codes, and wrap your brand around these codes. 

 

My Takeaway 

 

Our goal is to understand why we (and our customers) act the way we do. If we understand this, we can 

align our products/services to be in line with this “why”. 

I think of this like a visual of customer experience – we could also picture a sales funnel. 

Within customer experience lies three main stages: customer finding, customer learning, and then 

buying our product/service. Driving this experience is how and what we communicate along this 

journey, and within each stage, customers can either come closer to us or distance. When they come 

closer, they stay on par with the journey. When they distance, they inch closer to using 

somebody/something else.  

Below is what happens if we ignore code and make a customer experience based off our own 

assumptions.  
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As we see, the further along a customer gets in the customer experience timeline, the further they 

distance from buying. What’s happening inside the brain of the customer, is they’re distancing from 

your message, and this is because our strategy/brand message is a guessing game. 

On the other hand, if we match up what we offer to what the customer expects, or their code, we can 

gradually move them towards a purchase. 
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As we see, customers only come closer to our journey if we communicate effectively along the customer 

experience. This solidifies into customer’s reaching a purchase.  

In fact, something a brand message that’s on par with the cultural code can do, is not only maintain the 

movement of customers through customer experience, but grab customers who were unsure/on the 

fence within the finding stage and pull them into the funnel/timeline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So the moral is this: aligning with a cultural code only enhances your relationship with your customer. 

Stay on code, and customers stay on journey towards a purchase. Stay off code, and customers find 

something else.  

 

The Foundation 

These lessons build our foundation in understanding why customers act the way they do.  

 

Lesson 1: What is a Culture Code? 

Unconscious meaning we give to anything. These culture codes are all based off the culture we grew up 

in.  

 

Lesson 2: Every culture is different.  

The way we interact to things is based off our survival response, and this response comes down to two 

factors: biological scheme and cultural scheme. 

Biological scheme: Identification of a need. 

Cultural scheme: Response to that need. 

Purchase 

Finding Learning Buying 
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The example the author gives is with AC. We all have the biological need to not overheat, but the way 

cultures interpret this varies. For example, in the U.S. it’s assumed everywhere from the Ritz Carlton to a 

shady motel will have AC. We also use this AC liberally, as every mall and upscale restaurant generally 

has a cooler temperature than we biologically need. This use example is our cultural scheme. While the 

author was in Germany, he experienced a different cultural scheme as his room was very hot but when 

he asked the concierge about AC, they said they didn’t have it because it only gets hot once a month. 

This cultural scheme further makes sense as Europeans consistently complain about American stores 

being too cool in the summer.  

 

Lesson 3: The Imprint 

The imprint is the specific experience and accompanying emotion. For example, learning and the 

pursuance of is highly linked to one’s emotional experience. Who here remembers summer reading? By 

making this mandatory, and generally the feeling of being “forced” to do something, American children 

associate reading with the feeling of being forced to do what they don’t want to. Because of this, the 

imprint of reading creates a feeling of resentment, fear, and lack of autonomy with books.   

As in decoding reading, the goal to understand a culture code is reverse engineering imprints. This 

means getting to the source of imprints, as by doing this, we can discover the meanings and emotions 

attached to specific elements of culture.     

 

Lesson 4: Glasses 

The objective of seeing culture codes is synonymous with creating a new set of glasses to view ourselves 

and our behaviors.  

 

Finding Codes 

These lessons show us the actual process in finding codes, and since the author lays out a 5 Principle 

framework, we will relay the five principles. 

The process the author uses is to go through 3 one hour sessions of discovery where the author 

interviews a group about a certain thing/subject. If you think of the process like an onion, each session is 

meant to peel back a layer of the onion until you get to the core, the “instincts”, in that last hour 

session.  

 

Principle 1: You can’t believe what people say. 

Henry Ford is famous for saying, “If I listened to my customers they would’ve asked for a faster horse”. 

What he means is that people don’t tell you the answer, they instead tell you what they think you 

want to hear and what they themselves want to hear. They also only tell you what’s available to them, 

which is everything already on the market. Why is this so? Because our brain has three operating 
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systems we can call survival, emotion, and logic. When we answer questions, we generally pull from our 

logic. However, when we act, or actually buy, we’re overwhelmed by the survival process, and this 

process runs off instincts. These instincts are our cultural codes.   

“The answers they give now come from their reptilian brains, the place where their 

instincts are housed. It is in our reptilian brains that the real answers lie.”  

 

Principle 2: Emotion is the energy required to learn anything 

Here the author tells us code is attached to strong emotion. For example, in his help of designing the PT 

Cruiser for Chrysler, they narrowed in on distinctiveness that created strong emotion.   

“Emotions are the keys to learning, the keys to imprinting. The stronger the emotion, 

the more clearly the experience is learned.”  

I like to think of this under the vitamin/painkiller dilemma. In this scenario, one must 

understand if their product/idea is a vitamin or painkiller. Vitamins are great, they are very 

beneficial, yet for some reason I haven’t taken my multi-vitamin in two months.  

On the other hand, painkillers, are a necessity, I can’t NOT take them. In this lesson, if something 

is a painkiller, extreme emotions toward it will be apparent.    

 

Principle 3: The structure, not the content, is the message.  

This builds off principle 2, as the key here is to listen not for what’s said, but the emotions, or what the 

author calls the structure of what’s said. 

This structure boils down to the connection between three elements.  

1: Biological – He points to DNA as an example to find what in each culture is made of the same 

content.  

2: Culture – the language, history, art, all that creates the unique identity of a culture.  

3: Individual – How each individual develops their own structure. He points to identical twins, 

saying they had the same culture/upbringing, but each establish their own individual structure.  

 

Principle 4: There is a window in time for imprinting, and the meaning of the imprint varies from one 

culture to another.  

Here the author points to the fact that cultures hold different timelines for when individuals have 

imprints, and the timeline makes a big difference in those imprints. His example is alcohol, and how 

Americans are imprinted to in a different timeframe than Europeans. European children are introduced 

to wine at a young age generally by their parents. Americans are introduced generally as a teenager in 

secrecy of their parents. The implication as we all know is that American teenagers handle alcohol much 
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different than Europeans…aka American’s mistreat it and drink to get drunk rather than appreciate the 

taste.  

 

Principle 5: To access the meaning of an imprint within a particular culture, you must learn the code for 

that imprint.  

This means that each culture holds common messages, processes, and emotions that will bring you to 

the code.  

 

The Codes 

What’s important is not the actual codes, but instead the ability to discover the codes needed for your 

own product/service. Because of this, below is just the listed codes.  

Thing: CODE 

Love: FALSE EXPECTATION 

Seduction: MANIPULATION 

Sex: VIOLENCE 

Beauty: MAN’S SALVATION 

Fat: CHECKING OUT 

Health and Wellness: MOVEMENT 

Hospital: PROCESSING PLANT 

Youth: MASK 

Home: RE (RETURN, REUNITE, REPITION, RECONFIRM, RENEW) 

Dinner: ESSENTIAL CIRCLE  

Work: WHO YOU ARE 

Money: PROOF 

Quality: IT WORKS 

Perfection: DEATH 

Food: FUEL 

Alcohol: GUN 

Shopping: RECONNECTING WITH LIFE 

Luxury: MILITARY STRIPES 
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American Presidency: MOSES 

American Code for America: DREAM 

 

 

 

 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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